UNIT THREE

Lessons 21–30
CHECK IT OUT

- “Let’s eat in tonight. It’s too cold to leave the house.”
- “I hope she offers to chip in.”
- “It’s so much fun to eat out at a restaurant.”

THINK IT OVER

A. Answers will vary.
B. Answers will vary.
C. Answers will vary.
D. 1. $10.07; 2. $54.00; 3. $217.60

LISTEN UP

1. no; 2. no; 3. yes

TAPESCRIPT:

M: I’ve got to study all night. I have two big exams tomorrow.
W: I’ve got a lot of work to do too. I have to write a history paper by Wednesday.
M: What do you want to do for dinner?
W: I don’t feel like cooking. Let’s eat out.
M: That takes too long. Let’s order a pizza and eat in.
W: Okay. But we should wait for Nancy. She’s coming over to study with me.
M: That’s fine. We’ll order the pizza when she gets here and we can all chip in for it.
1. Are the students going to eat pizza at a restaurant?
2. Is Nancy going to pay for the pizza by herself?
3. Are the students going to eat dinner at home?

EXTENSION

See Introduction on page (iii) for further ideas: Personal Dictionary, Class Cartoons, and Role Play.

ADDITIONAL PRACTICE

See photocopiable on page 52.
CHECK IT OUT

- “Wrong way! You need to back up.”
- “I wonder why the factory burned down.”
- “Just a few more balloons to blow up, Daddy.”
- “I’m sorry but I think I’ll have to back out of this sale.”

THINK IT OVER

A. 1. back out; 2. blows up; 3. blow up; 4. backing out; 5. blew up; 6. back up
B. 3; 1; 2
C. 1. burning down; 2. backs up; 3. blows up; 4. back out

LISTEN UP

1. c; a; 2. b; c

TAPESCRIPr:

Conversation 1

M: I got into a little accident in my father’s new car yesterday.
W: What happened?
M: I was backing out of the driveway and I hit a car that was parked across the street.
W: I’m glad you weren’t hurt. What did your father say?
M: He blew up at me. He said I was being careless and now he won’t let me use his car.
1. What was the man doing when he had the accident?
   How did the man’s father respond to the accident?

Conversation 2

M: Did you hear about the terrible fire in Marlton?
W: No. What happened?
M: There was an electrical fire in one of the old factories on State Street. The whole building burned down.
   Luckily the fire department was able to get the workers out of the building before the gas tanks blew up.
2. What happened to the factory?
   What happened to the gas tanks?

EXTENSION

See Introduction on page (iii) for further ideas: Personal Dictionary, Class Cartoons, and Role Play.

ADDITIONAL PRACTICE

See photocopyable on page 52.
CHECK IT OUT

- "Maybe handing out free donuts wasn’t such a good idea."
- Frank felt nervous about handing in his test paper.
- "Maybe I need to look over this agreement first."

THINK IT OVER

A. My first day in Paris was terrible. My plane took off four hours late and the flight was very bumpy. I couldn’t sleep and I was worn out by the time we landed. My cousin was supposed to pick me up, but she had come down with the flu and couldn’t drive. I had to take a taxi and since I don’t speak French very well I had a hard time communicating with the taxi driver. I couldn’t figure out what he was saying to me. The taxi broke down two blocks from the hotel and I had to walk the rest of the way there. When I finally went to check in to the hotel, they couldn’t find my reservation!

B. child’s birthday party: candy, party hats, balloons, game prizes; visitor’s center: brochures, maps, cultural events calendar, restaurant guides; class: pencils, tests, blank paper, textbooks

C. 1. c; 2. d; 3. b; 4. a

LISTEN UP

1. no; 2. no; 3. no

TAPESCRIPT:

Situation 1
W: The teacher told us to take out our pencils and erasers while she handed out the test booklets.
1. Did the teacher hand out pencils and erasers?

Situation 2
W: I forgot to examine the lease for my new apartment before I signed it.
2. Did the person look over the lease before she signed it?

Situation 3
M: I’m still writing my final paper for history class. I have to hand it in the day after tomorrow.
3. Did the person hand in his history paper yet?

EXTENSION

See Introduction on page (iii) for further ideas: Personal Dictionary, Class Cartoons, and Role Play.

ADDITIONAL PRACTICE

See photocopiable on page 53.
CHECK IT OUT

• "I hope the rain is going to let up soon."
• After years of lessons, Janice felt she let down her coach.
• Mark kept on singing all night long.

THINK IT OVER

A. Answers will vary.
B. Answers will vary.
C. 1. lets up; 2. lets up; 3. let down; 4. let up; 5. let down

LISTEN UP

1. no; 2. yes; 3. yes

TAPESCRIPT:

W: My friend invited me to have dinner at her new apartment. As I was driving there it began to rain very hard. The driving became dangerous and I couldn't see the road very well. I decided not to keep on going. I stopped at a gas station and waited a half hour until the rain finally let up. When I finally got to my friend's apartment, she said she felt let down that I was so late and missed the dinner.

1. Did the woman continue driving in the heavy rain?
2. Did the woman stop to wait until the rain let up?
3. Was the woman's friend disappointed because she was late?

EXTENSION

See Introduction on page (iii) for further ideas: Personal Dictionary, Class Cartoons, and Role Play.

ADDITIONAL PRACTICE

See photocopiable on page 53.
CHECK IT OUT

- “I’m not sure. I need time to think about it.”
- Charles made up an excuse for being late.
- “What does this sign stand for?”

THINK IT OVER

A. 1. b (hole in one is an expression used in golf for getting the ball in the cup in one stroke); 2. a (referring to a stamp on a letter); 3. d (in spoken form, a person would likely think of read as referring to the color red); 4. e (although one normally associates diamonds with jewels, a baseball playing field is also referred to as a diamond); 5. c (charging can refer to moving forward quickly as in an attacking bull; it can also refer to a purchase made on credit, rather than using cash)

B. Answers will vary.
C. Answers will vary.

LISTEN UP

1. going to Costa Rica; 2. Susan; 3. Spanish

TAPESCRPT:

M: What are you doing over the vacation?
W: I’m thinking about going to Costa Rica for a week.
M: Are you going alone?
W: No, I’m going with Susan.
M: I thought you had a big fight with her.
W: I did, but we made up last month.
M: How is your Spanish?
W: It’s not bad, but I really need to brush up on it before the trip.
M: Good luck with your Spanish and have fun on your trip.

1. What is the woman thinking about doing on her vacation?
2. Who did the woman make up with?
3. What does the woman need to brush up on?

EXTENSION

See Introduction on page (iii) for further ideas: Personal Dictionary, Class Cartoons, and Role Play.

ADDITIONAL PRACTICE

See photocopiable on page 54.
CROSSWORD PUZZLE

Across:
1. lets up; 3. consider; 6. make up; 7. back out; 9. keep on; 11. hand in; 12. distribute; 15. back up

Down:
1. look over; 2. stand for; 4. restaurant; 5. burn down; 8. chip in; 10. let down; 13. blow up; 14. eat in
CHECK IT OUT

- “I can go without water for a long time.”
- Lulu really stands out in the crowd.
- Shorty pulled off an amazing victory over Big Bruce.

THINK IT OVER

A. 1. no; 2. no; 3. yes; 4. yes
B. Answers will vary.
C. Answers will vary.

LISTEN UP

1. four; 2. She has green hair; 3. There is lots of public transportation.

TAPESCRIPT:

Conversation 1

M1: Did you hear the news about the robbery at the Federal Bank yesterday?
M2: Yes. That makes four bank robberies here this summer.
M1: The police think the same man is responsible for all four robberies.
M2: I can’t believe he’s pulled off four robberies without getting caught.
1. How many bank robberies do police believe one man has pulled off?

Conversation 2

W: My daughter and some of her friends dyed their hair green.
M: Why did they do that?
W: They wanted to be different. They’re teenagers.
M: At least they will stand out in a crowd!
2. Why will the woman’s daughter stand out in a crowd?

Conversation 3

W: I’ve decided to sell my car.
M: Why?
W: I’m moving into the city and the parking is very expensive.
M: How are you going to get around?
W: There is lots of public transportation and it’s easy to go without a car in the city.
3. Why does the woman think it is easy to go without a car in the city?

EXTENSION

See Introduction on page (iii) for further ideas: Personal Dictionary, Class Cartoons, and Role Play.

ADDITIONAL PRACTICE

See photocopiable on page 54.
CHECK IT OUT

- "Do you feel up to a swim around the island?"
- Albert came across as a very intelligent child.
- People always mix up Herbert and Harold.

THINK IT OVER

A. 1. throw away; 2. come across; 3. get through; 4. figure out; 5. come down with
B. 1. no; 2. yes; 3. no; 4. yes
C. Answers will vary.

LISTEN UP

1. d; 2. a; 3. d

TAPESCRIPT:

Situation 1
W: Last night I decided to clean out my desk. When I opened the bottom drawer, I came across some old photographs of my grandmother. One of them was her wedding picture.
1. What did the woman come across when she was cleaning out her desk?

Situation 2
M: I promised my wife that I would mow the lawn today. But it's very hot out and I'm tired. I don't feel up to doing it now. I think I'll go inside and take a nap.
2. What doesn't the man feel up to doing?

Situation 3
W: I'm sorry you didn't get the birthday card I sent you. I mixed up the numbers in your address and the post office returned it to me yesterday.
3. What did the woman mix up?

EXTENSION

See Introduction on page (iii) for further ideas: Personal Dictionary, Class Cartoons, and Role Play.

ADDITIONAL PRACTICE

See photocopiable on page 55.
Lesson 28

CHECK IT OUT

- “Thank you for finally showing up.”
- “Why haven’t I heard from you?”
- “You go on without me.”

THINK IT OVER

A. Answers will vary.
B. Answers will vary.
C. Answers will vary.

LISTEN UP

1. her cousin Jane; 2. last week; 3. she got a new job and she got engaged

TAPESCRIPT:

W: I hadn’t heard from my cousin Jane in months. Then last week she showed up at my house. I was very surprised and happy to see her. She told me that many things had been going on in her life recently. She got a new job at a great company. But the most exciting thing is that she got engaged.

1. Who hadn’t the woman heard from in months?
2. When did Jane show up at the woman’s house?
3. What has been going on in Jane’s life?

EXTENSION

See Introduction on page (iii) for further ideas: Personal Dictionary, Class Cartoons, and Role Play.

ADDITIONAL PRACTICE

See photocopiable on page S5.
CHECK IT OUT

- "Don't worry. Dinosaurs died out long ago."
- "Disco will never go out of style."
- "Did you hear about the latest banana diet?"

THINK IT OVER

A. Answers will vary.
B. Answers will vary.
C. Answers will vary.

LISTEN UP

1. a; 2. a; 3. b

TAPESCRPT:

Conversation 1
M: We had a big thunderstorm last night and our electricity went out at 7 o'clock.
W: What did you do?
M: We read stories by candle light until we went to bed at 10.
1. When did electricity go out?

Conversation 2
W: Do you know why the dinosaurs died out?
M: Well, there are many theories. But I believe that they died out because of a climate change on our planet many years ago. It became too cold for the dinosaurs to survive.
W: Why couldn't they survive the cold weather?
M: Well, they didn't have fur or feathers to keep them warm.
2. Why does the man think that dinosaurs died out?

Conversation 3
W: Did you hear about John's new job?
M: Yes, Mark told me all about it. He's going to be the sales manager at a big computer company.
W: It's a great job for him. He loves computers and he's a fantastic salesman.
3. How did the man hear about John's new job?

EXTENSION

See Introduction on page (iii) for further ideas: Personal Dictionary, Class Cartoons, and Role Play.

ADDITIONAL PRACTICE

See photocopiable on page 56.
CHECK IT OUT

- “Have you ever heard of the Loch Ness Monster?”
- “Let’s wait until the wind dies down.”
- “Time for dinner? The fire alarm just went off?”

THINK IT OVER

A. Answers will vary.
B. 1. die out; 2. died down; 3. died down; 4. die out; 5. died down
C. 1. b; 2. e; 3. a; 4. c; 5. d

LISTEN UP

1. yes; 2. no; 3. no

TAPESCRIPT:

M: Have you ever heard of hot air ballooning?
W: Yes, it’s becoming a popular sport.
M: My company is offering free hot air balloon rides this weekend. Would you like to go with me?
W: Yes, I’d love to try it. When should we go?
M: It’s best to go early in the morning or late in the afternoon when the wind has died down.
W: Then let’s go early tomorrow morning.
M: Okay. Meet me at 6:30 at my house.
W: That’s perfect. Don’t forget to set your alarm to go off at 6 a.m.
1. Has the woman ever heard of hot air ballooning?
2. Is it a good idea to go hot air ballooning on a windy day?
3. Are the people planning to go hot air ballooning late in the afternoon?

EXTENSION

See Introduction on page (iii) for further ideas: Personal Dictionary, Class Cartoons, and Role Play.

ADDITIONAL PRACTICE

See photocopiable on page 56.
A. 1. no; 2. no; 3. yes; 4. no; 5. no; 6. no; 7. no; 8. yes; 9. yes; 10. no

B. 1. b; 2. c; 3. a; 4. a; 5. b; 6. d; 7. c: 8. a; 9. b; 10. a


D. 1. heard from; 2. going on; 3. burned down; 4. go without; 5. heard about; 6. thought about; 7. pulled off